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Encyclopedia of Theoretical Ecology Alan Hastings 2012-05-31 "A bold and successful
attempt to illustrate the theoretical foundations of all of the subdisciplines of ecology,
including basic and applied, and extending through biophysical, population, community,
and ecosystem ecology. Encyclopedia of Theoretical Ecology is a compendium of clear
and concise essays by the intellectual leaders across this vast breadth of knowledge."-Harold Mooney, Stanford University "A remarkable and indispensable reference work
that also is flexible enough to provide essential readings for a wide variety of courses. A
masterful collection of authoritative papers that convey the rich and fundamental nature
of modern theoretical ecology."--Simon A. Levin, Princeton University "Theoretical
ecologists exercise their imaginations to make sense of the astounding complexity of
both real and possible ecosystems. Imagining a real or possible topic left out of the
Encyclopedia of Theoretical Ecology has proven just as challenging. This
comprehensive compendium demonstrates that theoretical ecology has become a
mature science, and the volume will serve as the foundation for future creativity in this
area."--Fred Adler, University of Utah "The editors have assembled an outstanding
group of contributors who are a great match for their topics. Sometimes the author is a
key, authoritative figure in a field; and at other times, the author has enough distance to
convey all sides of a subject. The next time you need to introduce ecology students to a
theoretical topic, you'll be glad to have this encyclopedia on your bookshelf."--Stephen

Ellner, Cornell University “Everything you wanted to know about theoretical ecology,
and much that you didn’t know you needed to know but will now! Alan Hastings and
Louis Gross have done us a great service by bringing together in very accessible form
a huge amount of information about a broad, complicated, and expanding field.”--Daniel
Simberloff, University of Tennessee, Knoxville
Knowledge Discovery in Big Data from Astronomy and Earth Observation Petr Skoda
2020-03 Knowledge Discovery in Big Data from Astronomy and Earth Observation:
Astrogeoinformatics bridges the gap between astronomy and geoscience in the context
of applications, techniques and key principles of big data. Machine learning and parallel
computing are increasingly becoming cross-disciplinary as the phenomena of Big Data
is becoming common place. This book provides insight into the common workflows and
data science tools used for big data in astronomy and geoscience. After establishing
similarity in data gathering, pre-processing and handling, the data science aspects are
illustrated in the context of both fields. Software, hardware and algorithms of big data
are addressed. Finally, the book offers insight into the emerging science which
combines data and expertise from both fields in studying the effect of cosmos on the
earth and its inhabitants.
Pattern Recognition. ICPR International Workshops and Challenges Alberto Del Bimbo
2021-02-24 This 8-volumes set constitutes the refereed of the 25th International
Conference on Pattern Recognition Workshops, ICPR 2020, held virtually in Milan, Italy
and rescheduled to January 10 - 11, 2021 due to Covid-19 pandemic. The 416 full
papers presented in these 8 volumes were carefully reviewed and selected from about
700 submissions. The 46 workshops cover a wide range of areas including machine
learning, pattern analysis, healthcare, human behavior, environment, surveillance,
forensics and biometrics, robotics and egovision, cultural heritage and document
analysis, retrieval, and women at ICPR2020.
Current Perspectives and New Directions in Mechanics, Modelling and Design of
Structural Systems Alphose Zingoni 2022-09-02 Current Perspectives and New
Directions in Mechanics, Modelling and Design of Structural Systems comprises 330
papers that were presented at the Eighth International Conference on Structural
Engineering, Mechanics and Computation (SEMC 2022, Cape Town, South Africa, 5-7
September 2022). The topics featured may be clustered into six broad categories that
span the themes of mechanics, modelling and engineering design: (i) mechanics of
materials (elasticity, plasticity, porous media, fracture, fatigue, damage, delamination,
viscosity, creep, shrinkage, etc); (ii) mechanics of structures (dynamics, vibration,
seismic response, soil-structure interaction, fluid-structure interaction, response to blast
and impact, response to fire, structural stability, buckling, collapse behaviour); (iii)
numerical modelling and experimental testing (numerical methods, simulation
techniques, multi-scale modelling, computational modelling, laboratory testing, field
testing, experimental measurements); (iv) design in traditional engineering materials
(steel, concrete, steel-concrete composite, aluminium, masonry, timber); (v) innovative
concepts, sustainable engineering and special structures (nanostructures, adaptive
structures, smart structures, composite structures, glass structures, bio-inspired
structures, shells, membranes, space structures, lightweight structures, etc); (vi) the
engineering process and life-cycle considerations (conceptualisation, planning,
analysis, design, optimization, construction, assembly, manufacture, maintenance,
monitoring, assessment, repair, strengthening, retrofitting, decommissioning). Two

versions of the papers are available: full papers of length 6 pages are included in the ebook, while short papers of length 2 pages, intended to be concise but self-contained
summaries of the full papers, are in the printed book. This work will be of interest to
civil, structural, mechanical, marine and aerospace engineers, as well as planners and
architects.
Computational Science and Its Applications - ICCSA 2014 Beniamino Murgante 201407-02 The six-volume set LNCS 8579-8584 constitutes the refereed proceedings of the
14th International Conference on Computational Science and Its Applications, ICCSA
2014, held in Guimarães, Portugal, in June/July 2014. The 347 revised papers
presented in 30 workshops and a special track were carefully reviewed and selected
from 1167. The 289 papers presented in the workshops cover various areas in
computational science ranging from computational science technologies to specific
areas of computational science such as computational geometry and security.
Machine Learning for Ecology and Sustainable Natural Resource Management Grant
Humphries 2018-11-05 Ecologists and natural resource managers are charged with
making complex management decisions in the face of a rapidly changing environment
resulting from climate change, energy development, urban sprawl, invasive species and
globalization. Advances in Geographic Information System (GIS) technology,
digitization, online data availability, historic legacy datasets, remote sensors and the
ability to collect data on animal movements via satellite and GPS have given rise to
large, highly complex datasets. These datasets could be utilized for making critical
management decisions, but are often “messy” and difficult to interpret. Basic artificial
intelligence algorithms (i.e., machine learning) are powerful tools that are shaping the
world and must be taken advantage of in the life sciences. In ecology, machine learning
algorithms are critical to helping resource managers synthesize information to better
understand complex ecological systems. Machine Learning has a wide variety of
powerful applications, with three general uses that are of particular interest to
ecologists: (1) data exploration to gain system knowledge and generate new
hypotheses, (2) predicting ecological patterns in space and time, and (3) pattern
recognition for ecological sampling. Machine learning can be used to make predictive
assessments even when relationships between variables are poorly understood. When
traditional techniques fail to capture the relationship between variables, effective use of
machine learning can unearth and capture previously unattainable insights into an
ecosystem's complexity. Currently, many ecologists do not utilize machine learning as a
part of the scientific process. This volume highlights how machine learning techniques
can complement the traditional methodologies currently applied in this field.
Large-Scale Machine Learning in the Earth Sciences Ashok N. Srivastava 2017-08-01
From the Foreword: "While large-scale machine learning and data mining have greatly
impacted a range of commercial applications, their use in the field of Earth sciences is
still in the early stages. This book, edited by Ashok Srivastava, Ramakrishna Nemani,
and Karsten Steinhaeuser, serves as an outstanding resource for anyone interested in
the opportunities and challenges for the machine learning community in analyzing
these data sets to answer questions of urgent societal interest...I hope that this book
will inspire more computer scientists to focus on environmental applications, and Earth
scientists to seek collaborations with researchers in machine learning and data mining
to advance the frontiers in Earth sciences." --Vipin Kumar, University of Minnesota
Large-Scale Machine Learning in the Earth Sciences provides researchers and

practitioners with a broad overview of some of the key challenges in the intersection of
Earth science, computer science, statistics, and related fields. It explores a wide range
of topics and provides a compilation of recent research in the application of machine
learning in the field of Earth Science. Making predictions based on observational data is
a theme of the book, and the book includes chapters on the use of network science to
understand and discover teleconnections in extreme climate and weather events, as
well as using structured estimation in high dimensions. The use of ensemble machine
learning models to combine predictions of global climate models using information from
spatial and temporal patterns is also explored. The second part of the book features a
discussion on statistical downscaling in climate with state-of-the-art scalable machine
learning, as well as an overview of methods to understand and predict the proliferation
of biological species due to changes in environmental conditions. The problem of using
large-scale machine learning to study the formation of tornadoes is also explored in
depth. The last part of the book covers the use of deep learning algorithms to classify
images that have very high resolution, as well as the unmixing of spectral signals in
remote sensing images of land cover. The authors also apply long-tail distributions to
geoscience resources, in the final chapter of the book.
Quantitative Analysis and Modeling of Earth and Environmental Data Jiaping Wu 202112-04 Quantitative Analysis and Modeling of Earth and Environmental Data: SpaceTime and Spacetime Data Considerations introduces the notion of chronotopologic data
analysis that offers a systematic, quantitative analysis of multi-sourced data and
provides information about the spatial distribution and temporal dynamics of natural
attributes (physical, biological, health, social). It includes models and techniques for
handling data that may vary by space and/or time, and aims to improve understanding
of the physical laws of change underlying the available numerical datasets, while taking
into consideration the in-situ uncertainties and relevant measurement errors
(conceptual, technical, computational). It considers the synthesis of scientific theorybased methods (stochastic modeling, modern geostatistics) and data-driven techniques
(machine learning, artificial neural networks) so that their individual strengths are
combined by acting symbiotically and complementing each other. The notions and
methods presented in Quantitative Analysis and Modeling of Earth and Environmental
Data: Space-Time and Spacetime Data Considerations cover a wide range of data in
various forms and sources, including hard measurements, soft observations, secondary
information and auxiliary variables (ground-level measurements, satellite observations,
scientific instruments and records, protocols and surveys, empirical models and charts).
Including real-world practical applications as well as practice exercises, this book is a
comprehensive step-by-step tutorial of theory-based and data-driven techniques that
will help students and researchers master data analysis and modeling in earth and
environmental sciences (including environmental health and human exposure
applications). Explores the analysis and processing of chronotopologic (i.e., space-time
and spacetime) data that varies spatially and/or temporally, which is the case with the
majority of data in scientific and engineering disciplines Studies the synthesis of
scientific theory and empirical evidence (in its various forms) that offers a
mathematically rigorous and physically meaningful assessment of real-world
phenomena Covers a wide range of data describing a variety of attributes
characterizing physical phenomena and systems including earth, ocean and
atmospheric variables, environmental and ecological parameters, population health

states, disease indicators, and social and economic characteristics Includes case
studies and practice exercises at the end of each chapter for both real-world
applications and deeper understanding of the concepts presented
Innovations in Urban and Regional Systems Jean-Claude Thill 2020-05-11 This book
presents cutting?edge research on urban and regional systems applying modern
spatial analytical techniques of Geographic Information Science & Technologies
(GIS&T), spatial statistics, and location modeling. The contributions, written by leading
scholars from around the globe, adopt a spatially explicit analytical perspective and
highlight methodological innovations and substantive breakthroughs on many facets of
the socioeconomic and environmental reality of urban and regional contexts. The book
is divided into three parts: The first part offers an introduction to the research field,
while the second part discusses critical issues in urban growth and urban management,
presenting case studies on city and urban environments, their growth, data
infrastructures and spatial and management issues. The third part then broadens the
analysis to the regional scale, addressing growth, convergence and adaptation to new
economic and information?based realities. This book appeals to scholars of spatial and
regional sciences as well as to policy decision-makers interested in advanced methods
of spatial analysis, location modeling, and GIS&T.
Machine Learning for Spatial Environmental Data Mikhail Kanevski 2009-06-09 This
book discusses machine learning algorithms, such as artificial neural networks of
different architectures, statistical learning theory, and Support Vector Machines used
for the classification and mapping of spatially distributed data. It presents basic
geostatistical algorithms as well. The authors describe new trends in machine learning
and their application to spatial data. The text also includes real case studies based on
environmental and pollution data. It includes a CD-ROM with software that will allow
both students and researchers to put the concepts to practice.
Cognitive Infocommunications (CogInfoCom) Péter Baranyi 2015-11-02 This book
describes the theoretical foundations of cognitive infocommunications (CogInfoCom),
and provides a survey on state-of-the-art solutions and applications within the field. The
book covers aspects of cognitive infocommunications in research fields such as
affective computing, BCI, future internet, HCI, HRI, sensory substitution, and
virtual/augmented interactions, and also introduces newly proposed paradigms and
initiatives under the field, including CogInfoCom channels, speechability and sociocognitive ICT. The book focuses on describing the merging between humans and
information and communications technology (ICT) at the level of cognitive capabilities
with an approach towards developing future cognitive ICT.
Machine Learning for Spatial Environmental Data Mikhail Kanevski 2009-06-09
Accompanying CD-RM contains Machine learning office software, MLO guide (pdf) and
examples of data.
Multisensor Data Fusion and Machine Learning for Environmental Remote Sensing NiBin Chang 2018-02-21 Combining versatile data sets from multiple satellite sensors
with advanced thematic information retrieval is a powerful way for studying complex
earth systems. The book Multisensor Data Fusion and Machine Learning for
Environmental Remote Sensing offers complete understanding of the basic scientific
principles needed to perform image processing, gap filling, data merging, data fusion,
machine learning, and feature extraction. Written by two experts in remote sensing, the
book presents the required basic concepts, tools, algorithms, platforms, and technology

hubs toward advanced integration. By merging and fusing data sets collected from
different satellite sensors with common features, we are enabled to utilize the strength
of each satellite sensor to the maximum extent. The inclusion of machine learning or
data mining techniques to aid in feature extraction after gap filling, data merging and/or
data fusion further empowers earth observation, leading to confirm the whole is greater
than the sum of its parts. Contemporary applications discussed in this book make all
essential knowledge seamlessly integrated by an interdisciplinary manner. These casebased engineering practices uniquely illustrate how to improve such an emerging field
of importance to cope with the most challenging real-world environmental monitoring
issues.
On Spatio-Temporal Data Modelling and Uncertainty Quantification Using Machine
Learning and Information Theory Fabian Guignard
Data Mining III A. Zanasi 2002 Data mining brings together techniques from machine
learning, pattern recognition, statistics, databases, linguistics and visualization in order
to extract information from large databases. Originally principally concerned with
behavioural applications, such as the understanding of customer behaviour, its scope
has now been widened with the introduction of Text Mining techniques. Areas now
encompassed by data mining include military, market, and competitive intelligence
applications, taxonomies and internet search techniques, and knowledge management
applications.
Encyclopedia of Data Science and Machine Learning John Wang 2022 "This book
examines current, state-of-the-art research in the areas of data science, machine
learning, data mining, optimization, artificial intelligence, statistics, and the interactions,
linkages, and applications of knowledge-based business with information systems"-Artificial Intelligence Methods in the Environmental Sciences Sue Ellen Haupt 2008-1128 How can environmental scientists and engineers use the increasing amount of
available data to enhance our understanding of planet Earth, its systems and
processes? This book describes various potential approaches based on artificial
intelligence (AI) techniques, including neural networks, decision trees, genetic
algorithms and fuzzy logic. Part I contains a series of tutorials describing the methods
and the important considerations in applying them. In Part II, many practical examples
illustrate the power of these techniques on actual environmental problems. International
experts bring to life ways to apply AI to problems in the environmental sciences. While
one culture entwines ideas with a thread, another links them with a red line. Thus, a
“red thread“ ties the book together, weaving a tapestry that pictures the ‘natural’ datadriven AI methods in the light of the more traditional modeling techniques, and
demonstrating the power of these data-based methods.
Geographically Weighted Regression A. Stewart Fotheringham 2003-02-21
Geographical Weighted Regression (GWR) is a new local modelling technique for
analysing spatial analysis. This technique allows local as opposed to global models of
relationships to be measured and mapped. This is the first and only book on this
technique, offering comprehensive coverage on this new 'hot' topic in spatial analysis. *
Provides step-by-step examples of how to use the GWR model using data sets and
examples on issues such as house price determinants, educational attainment levels
and school performance statistics * Contains a broad discussion of and basic concepts
on GWR through to ideas on statistical inference for GWR models * uniquely features
accompanying author-written software that allows users to undertake sophisticated and

complex forms of GWR within a user-friendly, Windows-based, front-end (see book for
details).
Deep Learning For Physics Research Martin Erdmann 2021-06-25 A core principle of
physics is knowledge gained from data. Thus, deep learning has instantly entered
physics and may become a new paradigm in basic and applied research.This textbook
addresses physics students and physicists who want to understand what deep learning
actually means, and what is the potential for their own scientific projects. Being familiar
with linear algebra and parameter optimization is sufficient to jump-start deep learning.
Adopting a pragmatic approach, basic and advanced applications in physics research
are described. Also offered are simple hands-on exercises for implementing deep
networks for which python code and training data can be downloaded.
River to Reservoir P. Corbett 2019-12-02 This volume brings together a number of
papers from two workshops with the theme, ‘Rain, Rivers, Reservoirs’, which
considered the dynamic changes to river systems as part of natural processes,
particularly changing climatic conditions. Bringing researchers from two different
locations to Brazil and the UK allowed scientists to contribute to and promote, ‘debate
on current research…on how the planet works and how we can live sustainably on it’.
This volume features a series of papers on the geoscience of modern and ancient
rivers from across the world (Brazil, United States, Spain, Argentina, Canada, India and
the UK), their evolution through time, their management, their deposits and their
engineering, with both subsurface aquifers/hydrocarbon reservoirs (of Carboniferous,
Triassic and Cretaceous age) and surface reservoirs considered.
Computational and Machine Learning Tools for Archeological Site Modeling Maria
Elena Castiello 2022 This book describes a novel machine-learning based approach to
answer some traditional archaeological problems, relating to archaeological site
detection and site locational preferences. Institutional data collected from six Swiss
regions (Zurich, Aargau, Grisons, Vaud, Geneva and Fribourg) have been analyzed
with an original conceptual framework based on the Random Forest algorithm. It is
shown how the algorithm can assist in the modelling process in connection with
heterogeneous, incomplete archaeological datasets and related cultural heritage
information. Moreover, an in-depth review of past and more recent works of quantitative
methods for archaeological predictive modelling is provided. The book guides the
readers to set up their own protocol for: i) dealing with uncertain data, ii) predicting
archaeological site location, iii) establishing environmental features importance, iv) and
suggest a model validation procedure. It addresses both academics and professionals
in archaeology and cultural heritage management, and offers a source of inspiration for
future research directions in the field of digital humanities and computational
archaeology.
Introduction to Space Syntax in Urban Studies Akkelies van Nes 2021-07-31 This open
access textbook is a comprehensive introduction to space syntax method and theory
for graduate students and researchers. It provides a step-by-step approach for its
application in urban planning and design. This textbook aims to increase the
accessibility of the space syntax method for the first time to all graduate students and
researchers who are dealing with the built environment, such as those in the field of
architecture, urban design and planning, urban sociology, urban geography,
archaeology, road engineering, and environmental psychology. Taking a didactical
approach, the authors have structured each chapter to explain key concepts and show

practical examples followed by underlying theory and provided exercises to facilitate
learning in each chapter. The textbook gradually eases the reader into the fundamental
concepts and leads them towards complex theories and applications. In summary, the
general competencies gain after reading this book are: – to understand, explain, and
discuss space syntax as a method and theory; – be capable of undertaking various
space syntax analyses such as axial analysis, segment analysis, point depth analysis,
or visibility analysis; – be able to apply space syntax for urban research and design
practice; – be able to interpret and evaluate space syntax analysis results and embed
these in a wider context; – be capable of producing new original work using space
syntax. This holistic textbook functions as compulsory literature for spatial analysis
courses where space syntax is part of the methods taught. Likewise, this space syntax
book is useful for graduate students and researchers who want to do self-study.
Furthermore, the book provides readers with the fundamental knowledge to understand
and critically reflect on existing literature using space syntax.
Analysis and Modelling of Spatial Environmental Data Mikhail Kanevski 2004-03-30
Exploring real case studies using Geostat Office software tools under MS Windows,
this authoritative reference includes chapters on monitoring network analysis, artificial
neural networks, support vector machines, and simulations. The book also provides
tools and methods to solve challenges in prediction, characterization, optimization, and
density estimation, and presents the following key information: * traditional geostatistics
methods for variography and spatial predictions * approaches to conditional stochastic
simulation and local probability distribution function estimation * select aspects of
Geographical Information Systems.
Advanced Mapping of Environmental Data Mikhail Kanevski 2013-05-10 This book
combines geostatistics and global mapping systems to present an up-to-the-minute
study of environmental data. Featuring numerous case studies, the reference covers
model dependent (geostatistics) and data driven (machine learning algorithms) analysis
techniques such as risk mapping, conditional stochastic simulations, descriptions of
spatial uncertainty and variability, artificial neural networks (ANN) for spatial data,
Bayesian maximum entropy (BME), and more.
Computational Science – ICCS 2022 Derek Groen 2022-06-21 The four-volume set
LNCS 13350, 13351, 13352, and 13353 constitutes the proceedings of the 22ndt
International Conference on Computational Science, ICCS 2022, held in London, UK, in
June 2022.* The total of 175 full papers and 78 short papers presented in this book set
were carefully reviewed and selected from 474 submissions. 169 full and 36 short
papers were accepted to the main track; 120 full and 42 short papers were accepted to
the workshops/ thematic tracks. *The conference was held in a hybrid format
Overcoming Data Scarcity in Earth Science Angela Gorgoglione 2020-05-22 heavily
Environmental mathematical models represent one of the key aids for scientists to
forecast, create, and evaluate complex scenarios. These models rely on the data
collected by direct field observations. However, assembly of a functional and
comprehensive dataset for any environmental variable is difficult, mainly because of i)
the high cost of the monitoring campaigns and ii) the low reliability of measurements
(e.g., due to occurrences of equipment malfunctions and/or issues related to equipment
location). The lack of a sufficient amount of Earth science data may induce an
inadequate representation of the response’s complexity in any environmental system to
any type of input/change, both natural and human-induced. In such a case, before

undertaking expensive studies to gather and analyze additional data, it is reasonable to
first understand what enhancement in estimates of system performance would result if
all the available data could be well exploited. Missing data imputation is an important
task in cases where it is crucial to use all available data and not discard records with
missing values. Different approaches are available to deal with missing data.
Traditional statistical data completion methods are used in different domains to deal
with single and multiple imputation problems. More recently, machine learning
techniques, such as clustering and classification, have been proposed to complete
missing data. This book showcases the body of knowledge that is aimed at improving
the capacity to exploit the available data to better represent, understand, predict, and
manage the behavior of environmental systems at all practical scales.
Random Fields for Spatial Data Modeling Dionissios T. Hristopulos 2020-02-17 This
book provides an inter-disciplinary introduction to the theory of random fields and its
applications. Spatial models and spatial data analysis are integral parts of many
scientific and engineering disciplines. Random fields provide a general theoretical
framework for the development of spatial models and their applications in data analysis.
The contents of the book include topics from classical statistics and random field theory
(regression models, Gaussian random fields, stationarity, correlation functions) spatial
statistics (variogram estimation, model inference, kriging-based prediction) and
statistical physics (fractals, Ising model, simulated annealing, maximum entropy,
functional integral representations, perturbation and variational methods). The book
also explores links between random fields, Gaussian processes and neural networks
used in machine learning. Connections with applied mathematics are highlighted by
means of models based on stochastic partial differential equations. An interlude on
autoregressive time series provides useful lower-dimensional analogies and a
connection with the classical linear harmonic oscillator. Other chapters focus on nonGaussian random fields and stochastic simulation methods. The book also presents
results based on the author’s research on Spartan random fields that were inspired by
statistical field theories originating in physics. The equivalence of the one-dimensional
Spartan random field model with the classical, linear, damped harmonic oscillator
driven by white noise is highlighted. Ideas with potentially significant computational
gains for the processing of big spatial data are presented and discussed. The final
chapter concludes with a description of the Karhunen-Loève expansion of the Spartan
model. The book will appeal to engineers, physicists, and geoscientists whose research
involves spatial models or spatial data analysis. Anyone with background in probability
and statistics can read at least parts of the book. Some chapters will be easier to
understand by readers familiar with differential equations and Fourier transforms.
Deep Learning for Remote Sensing Images with Open Source Software Rémi Cresson
2020-07-15 In today’s world, deep learning source codes and a plethora of open
access geospatial images are readily available and easily accessible. However, most
people are missing the educational tools to make use of this resource. Deep Learning
for Remote Sensing Images with Open Source Software is the first practical book to
introduce deep learning techniques using free open source tools for processing real
world remote sensing images. The approaches detailed in this book are generic and
can be adapted to suit many different applications for remote sensing image
processing, including landcover mapping, forestry, urban studies, disaster mapping,
image restoration, etc. Written with practitioners and students in mind, this book helps

link together the theory and practical use of existing tools and data to apply deep
learning techniques on remote sensing images and data. Specific Features of this
Book: The first book that explains how to apply deep learning techniques to public, free
available data (Spot-7 and Sentinel-2 images, OpenStreetMap vector data), using open
source software (QGIS, Orfeo ToolBox, TensorFlow) Presents approaches suited for
real world images and data targeting large scale processing and GIS applications
Introduces state of the art deep learning architecture families that can be applied to
remote sensing world, mainly for landcover mapping, but also for generic approaches
(e.g. image restoration) Suited for deep learning beginners and readers with some GIS
knowledge. No coding knowledge is required to learn practical skills. Includes deep
learning techniques through many step by step remote sensing data processing
exercises.
Reinforcement Learning, second edition Richard S. Sutton 2018-11-13 The significantly
expanded and updated new edition of a widely used text on reinforcement learning, one
of the most active research areas in artificial intelligence. Reinforcement learning, one
of the most active research areas in artificial intelligence, is a computational approach
to learning whereby an agent tries to maximize the total amount of reward it receives
while interacting with a complex, uncertain environment. In Reinforcement Learning,
Richard Sutton and Andrew Barto provide a clear and simple account of the field's key
ideas and algorithms. This second edition has been significantly expanded and
updated, presenting new topics and updating coverage of other topics. Like the first
edition, this second edition focuses on core online learning algorithms, with the more
mathematical material set off in shaded boxes. Part I covers as much of reinforcement
learning as possible without going beyond the tabular case for which exact solutions
can be found. Many algorithms presented in this part are new to the second edition,
including UCB, Expected Sarsa, and Double Learning. Part II extends these ideas to
function approximation, with new sections on such topics as artificial neural networks
and the Fourier basis, and offers expanded treatment of off-policy learning and policygradient methods. Part III has new chapters on reinforcement learning's relationships to
psychology and neuroscience, as well as an updated case-studies chapter including
AlphaGo and AlphaGo Zero, Atari game playing, and IBM Watson's wagering strategy.
The final chapter discusses the future societal impacts of reinforcement learning.
Landslide Science and Practice Claudio Margottini 2013-08-13 This book contains peerreviewed papers from the Second World Landslide Forum, organised by the
International Consortium on Landslides (ICL), that took place in September 2011. The
entire material from the conference has been split into seven volumes, this one is the
seventh: 1. Landslide Inventory and Susceptibility and Hazard Zoning, 2. Early
Warning, Instrumentation and Monitoring, 3. Spatial Analysis and Modelling, 4. Global
Environmental Change, 5. Complex Environment, 6. Risk Assessment, Management
and Mitigation, 7. Social and Economic Impact and Policies.
Spatial Microsimulation with R Robin Lovelace 2016-04-21 Generate and Analyze MultiLevel Data Spatial microsimulation involves the generation, analysis, and modeling of
individual-level data allocated to geographical zones. Spatial Microsimulation with R is
the first practical book to illustrate this approach in a modern statistical programming
language. Get Insight into Complex Behaviors The book progresses from the principles
underlying population synthesis toward more complex issues such as household
allocation and using the results of spatial microsimulation for agent-based modeling.

This equips you with the skills needed to apply the techniques to real-world situations.
The book demonstrates methods for population synthesis by combining individual and
geographically aggregated datasets using the recent R packages ipfp and mipfp. This
approach represents the "best of both worlds" in terms of spatial resolution and personlevel detail, overcoming issues of data confidentiality and reproducibility. Implement the
Methods on Your Own Data Full of reproducible examples using code and data, the
book is suitable for students and applied researchers in health, economics, transport,
geography, and other fields that require individual-level data allocated to small
geographic zones. By explaining how to use tools for modeling phenomena that vary
over space, the book enhances your knowledge of complex systems and empowers
you to provide evidence-based policy guidance.
Laser Scanning Applications in Landslide Assessment Biswajeet Pradhan 2017-05-04
This book is related to various applications of laser scanning in landslide assessment.
Landslide detection approaches, susceptibility, hazard, vulnerability assessment and
various modeling techniques are presented. Optimization of landslide conditioning
parameters and use of heuristic, statistical, data mining approaches, their advantages
and their relationship with landslide risk assessment are discussed in detail. The book
contains scanning data in tropical forests; its indicators, assessment, modeling and
implementation. Additionally, debris flow modeling and analysis including source of
debris flow identification and rockfall hazard assessment are also presented.
Spatial Modeling in GIS and R for Earth and Environmental Sciences Hamid Reza
Pourghasemi 2019-01-18 Spatial Modeling in GIS and R for Earth and Environmental
Sciences offers an integrated approach to spatial modelling using both GIS and R.
Given the importance of Geographical Information Systems and geostatistics across a
variety of applications in Earth and Environmental Science, a clear link between GIS
and open source software is essential for the study of spatial objects or phenomena
that occur in the real world and facilitate problem-solving. Organized into clear sections
on applications and using case studies, the book helps researchers to more quickly
understand GIS data and formulate more complex conclusions. The book is the first
reference to provide methods and applications for combining the use of R and GIS in
modeling spatial processes. It is an essential tool for students and researchers in earth
and environmental science, especially those looking to better utilize GIS and spatial
modeling. Offers a clear, interdisciplinary guide to serve researchers in a variety of
fields, including hazards, land surveying, remote sensing, cartography, geophysics,
geology, natural resources, environment and geography Provides an overview,
methods and case studies for each application Expresses concepts and methods at an
appropriate level for both students and new users to learn by example
Statistical Process Monitoring Using Advanced Data-Driven and Deep Learning
Approaches Fouzi Harrou 2020-07-03 Statistical Process Monitoring Using Advanced
Data-Driven and Deep Learning Approaches tackles multivariate challenges in process
monitoring by merging the advantages of univariate and traditional multivariate
techniques to enhance their performance and widen their practical applicability. The
book proceeds with merging the desirable properties of shallow learning approaches –
such as a one-class support vector machine and k-nearest neighbours and
unsupervised deep learning approaches – to develop more sophisticated and efficient
monitoring techniques. Finally, the developed approaches are applied to monitor many
processes, such as waste-water treatment plants, detection of obstacles in driving

environments for autonomous robots and vehicles, robot swarm, chemical processes
(continuous stirred tank reactor, plug flow rector, and distillation columns), ozone
pollution, road traffic congestion, and solar photovoltaic systems. Uses a data-driven
based approach to fault detection and attribution Provides an in-depth understanding of
fault detection and attribution in complex and multivariate systems Familiarises you with
the most suitable data-driven based techniques including multivariate statistical
techniques and deep learning-based methods Includes case studies and comparison of
different methods
Artificial Intelligence: Theory and Applications Endre Pap 2021-07-15 This book is an
up-to-date collection, in AI and environmental research, related to the project ATLAS.
AI is used for gaining an understanding of complex research phenomena in the
environmental sciences, encompassing heterogeneous, noisy, inaccurate, uncertain,
diverse spatio-temporal data and processes. The first part of the book covers new
mathematics in the field of AI: aggregation functions with special classes such as
triangular norms and copulas, pseudo-analysis, and the introduction to fuzzy systems
and decision making. Generalizations of the Choquet integral with applications in
decision making as CPT are presented. The second part of the book is devoted to AI in
the geo-referenced air pollutants and meteorological data, image processing, machine
learning, neural networks, swarm intelligence, robotics, mental well-being and data
entry errors. The book is intended for researchers in AI and experts in environmental
sciences as well as for Ph.D. students.
Urban High-Resolution Remote Sensing Guoqing Zhou 2020-12-21 With urbanization
as a global phenomenon, there is a need for data and information about these terrains.
Urban remote sensing techniques provide critical physical input and intelligence for
preparing base maps, formulating planning proposals, and monitoring implementations.
Likewise these methodologies help with understanding the biophysical properties,
patterns, and process of urban landscapes, as well as mapping and monitoring urban
land cover and spatial extent. Advanced sensor technologies and image processing
methodologies such as deep learning, data mining, etc., facilitate the wide applications
of remote sensing technology in urban areas. This book presents advanced image
processing methods and algorithms focused on three very important roots of urban
remote sensing: 3D urban modelling using different remotely sensed data, urban
orthophotomap generation, and urban feature extraction, which are also today’s real
challenges in high resolution remote sensing. Data generated by remote sensing, with
its repetitive and synoptic viewing and multispectral capabilities, constitutes a powerful
tool for mapping and monitoring emerging changes in the city's urban core, as well as
in peripheral areas. Features: Provides advances in emerging methods and algorithms
in image processing and technology Uses algorithms and methodologies for handling
high-resolution imagery from a ground sampling distance (GSD) less than 1.0 meter
Focuses on 3D urban modelling, orthorectification methodologies, and urban feature
extraction algorithms from high-resolution remotely sensed imagery Demonstrates how
to apply up-to-date techniques to the problems identified and how to analyze research
results Presents methods and algorithms for monitoring, analyzing, and modeling urban
growth, urban planning, and socio-economic developments In this book, readers are
provided with valuable research studies and applications-oriented chapters in areas
such as urban trees, soil moisture mapping, city transportation, urban remote sensing

big data, etc.
Spatio-temporal Design Jorge Mateu 2012-11-05 A state-of-the-art presentation of
optimum spatio-temporalsampling design - bridging classic ideas with modern
statisticalmodeling concepts and the latest computational methods. Spatio-temporal
Design presents a comprehensivestate-of-the-art presentation combining both classical
and moderntreatments of network design and planning for spatial andspatio-temporal
data acquisition. A common problem set isinterwoven throughout the chapters,
providing various perspectivesto illustrate a complete insight to the problem at hand.
Motivated by the high demand for statistical analysis of datathat takes spatial and
spatio-temporal information into account,this book incorporates ideas from the areas of
time series, spatialstatistics and stochastic processes, and combines them to
discussoptimum spatio-temporal sampling design. Spatio-temporal Design: Advances
in Efficient DataAcquisition: Provides an up-to-date account of how to collect spacetimedata for monitoring, with a focus on statistical aspects and thelatest computational
methods Discusses basic methods and distinguishes between design andmodel-based
approaches to collecting space-time data. Features model-based frequentist design for
univariate andmultivariate geostatistics, and second-phase spatial sampling. Integrates
common data examples and case studies throughout thebook in order to demonstrate
the different approaches and theirintegration. Includes real data sets, data generating
mechanisms andsimulation scenarios. Accompanied by a supporting website featuring
R code. Spatio-temporal Design presents an excellent book forgraduate level students
as well as a valuable reference forresearchers and practitioners in the fields of applied
mathematics,engineering, and the environmental and health sciences.
Agro-Environmental Sustainability in MENA Regions Mohamed Abu-hashim 2021-1011 This book focuses on the status quo and the latest information on the water-soilagriculture nexus in the MENA countries. It presents several case studies and
applications from e.g. Morocco, Algeria, Tunisia, Egypt and Jordan, while also sharing
and discussing the latest findings. The content includes a range of agriculture-related
topics that focus on: water resources management, impacts of climate change, and
wastewater treatment for reuse in agriculture sectors; in addition, sustainable
approaches to agricultural-based industry, organic crop production, crop water
requirements, and soil environment are discussed in an updated and comprehensive
review. In turn, the book discusses the applications of GIS and remote sensing as a
new technology for better agriculture management, as well as its use in Egypt as a
representative country. In closing, it considers the implementation of an environmental
information system in data-scarce MENA countries from the standpoint of the waterfood nexus, and addresses the question of climate justice in the MENA region.
Exploring various dimensions of MENA country-based case studies on achieving
sustainable agriculture, the book offers an invaluable source of topical information for
agricultural sustainability-related stakeholders in the region, researchers and graduate
students alike.
Dynamics in GIscience Igor Ivan 2017-08-23 This book is intended for researchers,
practitioners and students who are interested in the current trends and want to make
their GI applications and research dynamic. Time is the key element of contemporary
GIS: mobile and wearable electronics, sensor networks, UAVs and other mobile
snoopers, the IoT and many other resources produce a massive amount of data every
minute, which is naturally located in space as well as in time. Time series data is

transformed into almost (from the human perspective) continuous data streams, which
require changes to the concept of spatial data recording, storage and manipulation.
This book collects the latest innovative research presented at the GIS Ostrava 2017
conference held in 2017 in Ostrava, Czech Republic, under the auspices of EuroSDR
and EuroGEO. The accepted papers cover various aspects of dynamics in GIscience,
including spatiotemporal data analysis and modelling; spatial mobility data and
trajectories; real-time geodata and real-time applications; dynamics in land use, land
cover and urban development; visualisation of dynamics; open spatiotemporal data;
crowdsourcing for spatiotemporal data and big spatiotemporal data.
Handbook of Methodological Approaches to Community-Based Research David S.
Glenwick 2016-01-08 "The Handbook of Methodological Approaches to CommunityBased Research is intended to aid the community-oriented researcher in learning about
and applying cutting-edge quantitative, qualitative, and mixed methods approaches"--
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